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Dear Simone 
 
Congratulations on the acceptance of your manuscript for publication in The British Journal of Social 
Work. 
 
Before we process your manuscript on to Production, there are a few formatting issues which we 
would like you to address please. 
 
1 BJSW no longer requires biographical details for authors, however a full title page is now required 
including all author institutions and affiliations (full addresses please) along with the full 
corresponding author details including an e-mail address.  
 
2 If you anonymised the paper in any way for review purposes please re-instate the original wording 
 
3 Please re-instate ‘author’ citations in the text and within the reference list as necessary 
 
4 Please ensure that you pay close attention to the references to ensure that they are to journal 
style both in the text and reference list, for example –  
 
 Please use 'and' not '&' (Smith and Jones, 2004) in text and in the reference list 
 
-       In the ref list it should read Smith, E. and ... there should be no comma before 'and' 
 
-       et al., should be in italics  
 
• Instructions to authors may be found at 
http://www.oxfordjournals.org/our_journals/social/for_authors/ and check the current issue for 
reference style 
 
5 Please include a funding statement, if appropriate, before the acknowledgements  
 
6 Please then return a clean (no track-changed, highlighted or coloured text) version of the 
manuscript and title page to bjsw.editorialoffice@oup.com.  
 
Once we have received the amended version we will process your manuscript on to the Production 
team and you should hear from them shortly after regarding the Licence to Publish and then within 
2 - 4 weeks with the proofs for checking.  You can cite your paper as forthcoming at the moment.  
Production aim to publish articles on-line in Advance Access within four weeks of receipt of proofs 
and will send you acknowledgement of this with a DOI number which you can then use to cite the 
paper. 
 
Thank you for your attention to the above. 
 
With best wishes 
 
Penny 
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